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How robust are molecular properties? A stability criterion for eigenstates
Günter M. Schmid, Stephen L. Coy, Robert W. Field, and Robert J. Silbey
Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 1 June 1994; accepted 19 September 1994!

We propose a stability criterion applicable to eigenstates of approximate Hamiltonians. We define a
‘‘robustness’’ of the physical properties of the underlying system under a variety of internal and
external conditions that can be deduced from stability properties of the eigenstates of the
approximate Hamiltonian. Stability properties are assigned to an ensemble of eigenstates according
to the statistics of its response to an ensemble of random perturbations of given magnitude. The
stability criterion is explicitly formulated for the eigenstates of polyatomic molecules exhibiting a
normal to local mode transition. As an example, a stability analysis for the water molecule is carried
out and experiments in the low density gas phase~rotational energy transfer!, high density gas phase
~collision-induced spectra!, and condensed phase are suggested. ©1995 American Institute of
Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimentally recorded spectrum of resonant f
quencies provides the primary source of information abou
quantum system. The first step of the theoretical analy
consists in comparing the spectrum to a prediction from
molecular Hamiltonian. However, such a comparison on
basis of the exact Hamiltonian is often impractical and n
instructive. Therefore, one commonly resorts to an appro
mate Hamiltonian that can be obtained in two conceptua
different ways. First, it can be derived from the exact Ham
tonian by successive simplifications based on physical
sumptions about the relative magnitudes of the various c
tributions; second, the approximate Hamiltonian can
postulated as an algebraic form satisfying various symme
requirements and conservation laws, i.e., a power serie
terms of, by assumption good, quantum numbers and th
corresponding ladder operators. Then expansion parame
are determined such that computed and observed spe
agree up to the order of magnitude of the neglected con
butions. Common to both schemes is that the search
dominant terms is guided by their effect on the spectru
Further steps in the theoretical analysis are based on s
approximate Hamiltonians, and require the computation
the eigenstates.

However, the approximate eigenstates that are obtai
in this manner are not necessarily accurate approximation
the exact eigenstates, i.e., a small correction to an appr
mate Hamiltonian, small enough to be invisible in the spe
trum to given accuracy, may produce a set of profound
different eigenstates. Then the expectation values of op
tors other than the approximate Hamiltonian, e.g., the dip
moment operator, the polarizability operator,... , may va
significantly under the same correction that leaves the sp
trum invariant. These variations may not only differ from
operator to operator, but also for a particular operator fro
eigenstate to eigenstate. Furthermore, if an eigenstate te
to change significantly under a particular small correction
the approximate Hamiltonian, then there may as well
other corrections of comparable magnitude that induce si
lar changes.
J. Chem. Phys. 102 (1), 1 January 1995 0021-9606/95/102(1)
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From the instability of the eigenstates of the approxima
Hamiltonian under small corrections, we conclude that t
eigenstates of the approximated exact Hamiltonian may v
profoundly under comparable small perturbations of the s
tem. Therefore the instability of approximate eigensta
hints at a genuine physical property of the modeled syste

In order to discuss the different aspects of the instabil
of physical properties of quantum systems we make the f
lowing proposition:We call a physical property or a state o
a quantum system robust if it does not change significan
on average under a variety of internal and external cond
tions.

The notion of robustness becomes important in ma
standard chemical research problems, e.g., if one seek
molecule with a particular physical property that needs to
robust under a given variety of conditions, or if one seeks
variety of conditions that allows a particular physical pro
erty of a given molecule to be robust. One may even
interested in the cases where the opposite is true.

Let us briefly explain the meaning of the single phras
used in the definition of robustness.

Internal conditions may be specified by the degrees
freedom that are excited, e.g., rotational, vibrational, or ele
tronic degrees of freedom, the interactions between vari
degrees of freedom, e.g., rotational–vibrational couplin
vibrational–electronic coupling,..., and the initial condition
of excitation.

External conditions may be specified by the interacti
of the molecule with its surroundings, e.g., short range int
actions, like collisions, or field mediated interactions, such
electromagnetic interactions, and the internal conditions
the surroundings.

The change of any physical property, such as dipole m
ment and polarizabilities, under varying internal or extern
conditions can be directly obtained from changes in t
eigenstates. The significance of an observed change lie
the eye of the beholder and may be measured by setting
agreed-upon threshold, e.g., one may agree that it is sign
cant if the dipole moment of a molecule changes by mo
than half of its value under the conditionsA when the con-
ditions vary toB.
337/337/9/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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338 Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
The ‘‘average over a variety of conditions’’ can be un
derstood in two ways, dependent on whether the conditi
are of deterministic or probabilistic nature. For examp
consider molecules of the same species embedded in an
homogeneous solid matrix. Each molecule is in a differe
local environment. If we are interested in the dipole mome
of the molecular species coarse grained over the solid,
could determine the dipole moment of each single molec
in its particular environment and then take an average o
all the molecules in their different local environments, i.e
the various external conditions. Now suppose that each
local environments is subject to changes, say distortions
vibrational excitations of the solid matrix, that can have
impact not only on the type of the perturbation of the mo
ecule, but also the strength of perturbation. Then each of
particular local conformations of the environment for
single molecule has to be weighted by the probability of t
distortion to occur. That is, the total average takes accoun
the deterministic effect of each particular local environme
and the probabilistic effect of each particular distorted en
ronment to occur. This variety of microscopic conditions c
be expressed in terms of parameters that specify the ma
scopic state of the solid matrix, e.g., temperature, pr
sure,... . Then, even a further average over a range of th
parameters may be taken.

The issue of robustness becomes important in the
lowing general scenarios:~1! molecules in highly excited
statesdisplay couplings between the degrees of freedom w
a wide range of coupling strengths. In the representation
the small couplings, the particular choice of a Hamiltoni
must appear as arbitrary, i.e., as good as any other repre
tation of comparable coupling strength. Then it is importa
to investigate the changes in the eigenstates upon cha
from one Hamiltonian to another, i.e., upon change from o
assumed internal condition to an energetically compara
one.~2! Molecules coupled to a fielddisplay a large number
of couplings that are mediated by the field. Such a field m
be present in the form of the inhomogeneous solid matrix,
discussed above, or in the form of electromagnetic radiati
Again, there may be a large degree of arbitrariness in
representation of the field in the molecular Hamiltonia
Thus, the robustness under a change from one external
dition to another must be demonstrated in order to obtai
valid representation of the eigenstates. As we show in t
paper, these effects become most apparent if the symmetr
the system is lowered upon a small perturbation.

Although it is possible to address the issue from a ge
eral point of view, the present investigation is carried out
the framework of a longstanding issue in molecular vibr
tional spectroscopy: the normal to local mode transition
polyatomic molecules. The class ofAB2 molecules withC2v
symmetry, such as the water molecule, will provide an e
ample, from which we will deduce a generalization to oth
classes of symmetric and nonsymmetric polyatomic m
ecules.

The approximate Hamiltonian that correctly generat
the vibrational spectrum of the water molecule is called t
Darling–Dennison Hamiltonian.1 In the second quantized
representation, it is an algebraic form in the raising and lo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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found that an algebraic form in the raising and lowering op
erators of thelocal modes shows an at least equally goo
agreement with the spectrum; the agreement is even exc
lent for the low energy states within the same overtone man
fold. The normal to local mode transition can be associate
with an increasingly better overlap of eigenstates with loc
mode basis states. That result could be extended to ot
types of polyatomic molecules and opens the discussion as
thephysical natureof these vibrational states. For a compre
hensive review and bibliography on the topic, the reader
referred to Ref. 3. Attention has been focused on models
identical harmonically coupled local bond Morse oscillators
both classical and quantum mechanical. These are especi
appealing from a physical point of view and lead directly to
the local mode expansion.

The quantum mechanical aspects of the normal to loc
mode transition were studied by Stannardet al.4 and then in
a series of detailed investigations by Child and Lawton.5 Lo-
cal characterwas attributed to states that appear in pair
split by an energy difference small compared to the energ
difference to neighboring states in the spectrum,normal
character to all other states. The splitting between pairs o
states of local character was attributed to tunneling betwe
degenerate states of local character. Some important obs
vations can be summarized as follows: states of local cha
acter containingn vibrational quanta usually appear at low
energies within the ‘‘nth polyad’’ and states of normal char-
acter at high energies. The number of states of local charac
within the nth polyad increases withn. Weak coupling,
strong anharmonicity, and high excitation favor local charac
ter states. These observations can be understood and qua
fied from the properties of a dynamical double well potentia
using semiclassical ideas.6

Quantum mechanical and classical aspects of the norm
to local mode transition forAB2 molecules withC2v sym-
metry were also discussed by Sibertet al.7 based on the
physical picture of a hindered rotor.

A decisive step towards the reunification of the local an
normal picture was made when Lehmann,8 Kellman,9 and
Mills and Robiette10 demonstrated the equivalence of the
normal Darling–Dennison Hamiltonian and the local alge
braic Hamiltonian, which are related by a SU~2! transforma-
tion. Xiao and Kellman11 proposed a classification scheme
for the vibrational states in terms of thedynamical properties
of the classical correspondentto the quantum mechanical
Darling–Dennison Hamiltonian. Their numerical study o
phase space trajectories for different molecules shows th
the locality or normality of a classical trajectory isindepen-
dent of the representation in a local or normal basis. The
display of the classical phase space trajectories of states
the same polyad on the ‘‘polyad phase sphere’’ spanned
SU~2! coordinates allowed them to assignunambiguouslythe
label of local or normal character. Recently the analytica
forms of the trajectories were found and the condition for th
classical normal to local mode transition was formulated6

which is in agreement with earlier results.12

At this point, the distinction between the termslocal and
local charactermust be emphasized. Classical local mode
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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339Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
can be assigned to quantum mechanical states of local c
acter. Yet, in contrast to the possibility of localization o
excitation in the classical local modes, the quantum mecha
cal modes of local character are characterized bydelocaliza-
tion of excitation inany basis. The reason is that all eigen
states are invariant under the molecular symme
operations. Thus, in the local mode representation, eig
states are formed by a superposition of two local states
identical excitation and are thus inherently ofnonlocal na-
ture. Truly local quantum mechanical states can always t
nel between equivalent configurations.

Progress was made by the demonstration6 of the equiva-
lence of the classical dynamics of exchange of vibration
excitation between bond oscillators to that of an undriv
Duffing oscillator13 without damping. The associated Duffin
potentialV can change form from a single well to a doub
well upon excitation. The normal to local mode transitio
was connected to that change via a bifurcation parametek
that not only relates the antagonistic tendencies of trans
and localization, but also takes the total excitation into a
count. A necessary condition for the transition from norm
modes to local modes was that these tendencies are balan
i.e., uku51. The physical picture that emerges from this wo
is that the vibrational excitation moves as a quasipartic
i.e., as a unit of the ‘‘bare’’ excitation accompanied by
distortion of the molecular equilibrium configuration. Th
distortion is induced by the excitation and in turn suppo
the confinement of the excitation by lowering its potenti
energy. When the excitation is transferred between two
cillators, the overall distortion of the molecular configuratio
is minimal, i.e., the potential energy of the excitation reach
a maximum and consequently its kinetic energy reache
minimum. If the kinetic energy of the excitation vanishes
that point the normal to local mode transition occurs.

In an earlier investigation,14 the difference in the physi-
cal properties between eigenstates of local and those of
mal character was demonstrated. Quantum states with l
mode correspondents in a classical description are extrem
susceptible to symmetry-breaking perturbations. When
small symmetry breaking perturbation, such as an ene
mismatch between the local oscillators is added to
Hamiltonian, these statesbecome localizedby mixing. States
with normal mode correspondents in a classical descript
remain delocalizedwhen thesameperturbation is added to
the Hamiltonian. Thus it was shown that the susceptibility
symmetry-breaking perturbation is very much larger in loc
character quantum states than in normal character quan
states. Two quantitative measures for localization exist
these molecules. Theeffect that was measured was formu
lated in terms of anorder parameterthat indicates the mis-
match in occupation numbers of the two local oscillato
Thesensitivitywas measured in terms of asusceptibilitythat
indicates the magnitude of minimum perturbation necess
to lead to a significant change in the order parameter. St
of low susceptibility may be called ‘‘robust’’ since the
change in the expectations of operators other than the Ha
tonian can be expected to be negligible under a small per
bation. In turn, states of high susceptibility may be call
‘‘nonrobust.’’
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Note that the existence of nearly degenerate states,
eigenstates with a small energy splitting, is neither necess
nor sufficient for any state to be highly susceptible. Howeve
it may cause in particular cases a spectacularly high value
the susceptibilities of the associated states if those states
of opposite parity. These high values distract the attenti
from the issue at the core of the problem, i.e., the change
the eigenstates occurring to orders of perturbation mag
tudes where the energy spectrum does not change at
Therefore an explanation of the normal to local mode tra
sition cannot be based solely on the properties of the eig
value spectrum. The power of the method was demonstra
by an application to experimental data for the water mo
ecule. Here it was proven that states of opposite parity a
pear as nearly degenerate, which could be inferred from
existence of a dynamic double well potential discuss
above. Note that, in turn, states of high susceptibility ma
indicate for more complex molecules the existence of d
namic potentials.

Three problems associated with the earlier procedure
main.

First, the choice of a specific symmetry breaking pertu
bation appears to be rather arbitrary and artificial. Since s
bility must prevail under any possible perturbation, the stra
egy to eliminate arbitrariness is to choose the most effect
case. This requires that a chosen perturbation be shown m
effective, even in cases where a particular choice seems
tuitively clear. For example, in the water molecule, the mo
effective localizing perturbation is achieved by directly re
moving the symmetry through an imposed energy mismat
on the two local oscillators. Still, that most effective pertu
bation may be artificial in the sense that it is forbidden und
the particular experimental conditions.

Second, for more complex molecules, the choice of t
most effective perturbation may not be obvious, especially
there is a variety of symmetry restrictions or conservatio
laws for the states and processes.

Third, even in unsymmetric systems, one may obser
susceptible states. This can easily be seen if one views
slightly perturbed symmetric system as the unsymmet
original to be perturbed. The most effective perturbatio
there will be the one that restores symmetry.

This leads directly to the issue of the stability of th
eigenstates of theperturbedsystem whose susceptibilities in
turn must be evaluated. If, e.g., at the classical normal
local mode transition, the normal modes become unsta
when simultaneously the local modes become stable, d
this imply that the symmetric eigenstates become unsta
and simultaneously the local eigenstates become sta
against any perturbation? In order to answer that questi
we are forced to repeat the procedure of adding a small
bitrary specific perturbation and evaluating the response. T
response is going to depend on the specific choice of pert
bation. It can be shown that the perturbed states in turn are
susceptible to a symmetry restoring perturbation as the u
perturbed states are to a symmetry breaking perturbation
the same magnitude. On the other hand, the perturbed st
are insusceptible to the identical perturbation that produc
them. Although we can define stability for the unperturbe
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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340 Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
states by the absence of instability towards any symme
breaking perturbation, we are confronted with the need
specify exactly the perturbation against which the perturb
state is unstable. The reason is that there is exactly one
of perturbation that restores symmetry, whereas there
many more that break symmetry originally. Therefor
though tempting, we cannot call a perturbed state sta
when the unperturbed state becomes unstable in the s
above defined sense. What is the proper way to define sta
ity for quantum states? The following change in the point
view promises a solution: Instead of successively perturb
a particular state several times, we look for the ensemble
perturbations that generates the same individual results w
directly applied to the unperturbed state. Thus we neglect
history of a particular perturbed state and obtain an ensem
of directly perturbed states that does not change under
ther perturbation.

In this paper, we propose a solution to the three pro
lems by proceeding as follows: Beginning with a brief intro
duction to the eigenvalue problem of the Darling–Dennis
Hamiltonian for triatomicAB2 molecules of symmetryC2v,
we formally develop a stability criterion for the normal t
local character transition in those molecules on the basis
random matrix theory. According to the discussion above
seems cumbersome to define stability of a single state
terms of an individual response to a specific perturbation
given magnitude. In contrast,we define stability of an en-
semble of eigenstates in terms of the statistics of its respo
to an ensemble of random perturbations of given magnitu.
Then we carry out the stability analysis explicitly for tri
atomic moleculesAB2 of symmetryC2v and show that, in
particular for the water molecule, the individual response
themost effective specificperturbation almost coincides with
themost probableresponse to anensemble of randomper-
turbations for the same magnitude of perturbation. For m
complex molecules, this suggests the use of an ensemb
random perturbations in order tofind a very effective pertur-
bation for detecting susceptible states. On the basis of
analytical and numerical results presented in this and pre
ous studies,6,14 we propose a generalization of the local st
bility criterion to other classes of symmetric and nonsym
metric molecules. Stability properties are assigned to
ensembleof perturbed eigenstates that isinvariant under a
ensemble of random perturbations. Finally, experiments
the low density gas phase, high density gas phase, and
densed phase are suggested.

II. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM OF THE
DARLING–DENNISON HAMILTONIAN

The quantum mechanical Darling–Dennison Ham
tonian for two coupled stretch vibrations in its local form
may be written, omitting couplings of higher order tha
~1:1!9

ĤDD5~v1j Î ! Î1Ĉ, ~1!

Ĉ5 ẑ Î x1x Î z
2, ~2!

where
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Î x5â1
†â21â2

†â1 , ~3!

Î y52 i ~ â1
†â22â2

†â1!, ~4!

Î z5n̂12n̂2 , ~5!

Î5n̂11, ~6!

ẑ5 1
2@b1 1

2h~ n̂11!#, ~7!

and

j5
a1a12

4
, ~8!

x5
a2a12

4
. ~9!

Here âi
† and âi , i51 and 2, are raising and lowering opera-

tors defined by their action on the state of thei th local an-
harmonic oscillator

âi uni&5Ani uni21&, ~10!

âi
†uni&5Ani11uni11&. ~11!

The number operatorn̂i and total number operatorn̂ are
given by

n̂i5âi
†âi , ~12!

n̂5n̂11n̂2 . ~13!

The Hamiltonian parametersv, a, a12, b, andh are obtained
by modeling the observed spectrum and can be interpreted
terms of the physical picture of two identical harmonically
coupled Morse oscillators wherev is the fundamental fre-
quency of the oscillators,a is the anharmonicity constant,
and a12 is the cross anharmonicity constant. Note that th
proportionality factorẑ associated with the harmonic cou-
pling Î x increases linearly with the total number of vibra-
tional quanta, which indicates that the coupling between th
two oscillators for thenth excited state exceeds by a fraction
of hn/4 of the ground state value~b1h/2!/2.

Let us denote the eigenstates ofÎ by uf I ,l &5un2 l &u l &,
^f I ,l uf I ,k&5d lk ; l ,k50,1,...,n; and the symmetrized
eigenstates ofÎ by uf I ,l ,6&. In the uf I ,l ,6& local mode
representation,HDD decomposes into symmetric tridiagonal
blocks HDD

I ,6 with eigenstatesuC I ,6,L& and eigenvalues
EL
I ,6, L50,1,...,with L a counting index. In the limitz→0,

the eigenstates appear as doubly degenerate statesuf I ,l & and
in the limit x→0, they appear as nondegenerate state
uf I ,l ,6&.

III. STABILITY OF EIGENSTATES UNDER RANDOM
PERTURBATIONS

In the following, we will investigate the stability prop-
erties of eigenstates ofĤDD .

In order to facilitate a later comparison between the re
sponse to the most effective perturbation and the most pro
able response to an ensemble of random perturbations, let
briefly recapitulate14 the construction of the most effective
perturbation. As we will demonstrate, this most effective per
turbation is generated by an energy mismatch between t
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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341Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
two local oscillators. The question of stability can be p
onto a quantitative scale by determining the magnitude
that specific symmetry breaking perturbation necessary
cause localization to a specified extent. Eigenstates of lo
character become unstable against localization to a spec
extent at smaller magnitudes of a symmetry breaking per
bation than occurs for eigenstates of normal character.

The perturbed Hamiltonian, including an energy mi
match of magnitude 2e, is given in the form

ĤDD,P5ĤDD1e Î z. ~14!

The eigenstates ofĤDD,P are denoted byuC I ,6,L&P . In the
basis of eigenstatesuC I ,6,L& of ĤDD , the perturbation is
diagonal in blocks of sizeI which we denote byI z,I . The
induced difference between vibrational excitations of the tw
local oscillators is given by the expectation value of theor-
der parameter Î z for the perturbed stateuC I ,6,L&P , de-
noted by

I z,I ,6,L~e!5^ Î z&P . ~15!

Thesusceptibility of the unperturbed eigenstatesuC I ,6,L&
to the symmetry breaking perturbationÎ z is defined by

g I ,6,L5F]I z,I ,6,L~e!

]e G
e50

. ~16!

In general, the susceptibilities and order parameters are
ily accessible by numerical calculation. For a detailed disc
sion, see Ref. 14.

We now turn to the construction of the stability criterio
for an ensemble of eigenstates toĤDD under an ensemble o
random perturbations. Instead of the perturbationÎ z , we now
impose an arbitrary perturbation toĤDD in the form of a
random operatorĜ, which is an element of an ensemble o
random operators to be determined in the following: In an
ogy to Eq. ~14!, we write for the perturbed Darling–
Dennison Hamiltonian

ĤDD,P5ĤDD1eĜ. ~17!

Let us choose as a basis for the representation ofĜ the basis
of eigenstatesuC I6,L& of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
ĤDD . This defines the square random matrixG
5 $^C I8 , 6 8,L8uĜuC I , 6 ,L&%. Let us assume the matrix
elements ofG to be independent identically distributed ran
dom variables subject to certain additional restrictions. Th
restrictions may arise from conservation laws or symme
requirements.

The specific perturbationÎ z is contained in the ensemble
of random operatorsĜ. Since we want to use the same ma
nitude e for both the most effective and any other rando
perturbation, let us normalizeG such that the largest matrix
element is of magnitudeI21 which equals the magnitude o
the largest matrix element inI z,I .

We are interested in the case of intermediateI and small
e!z, i.e., small perturbations at intermediate levels of ex
tation. In this region of parameters, we do not expect sign
cant changes in the spectrum due toG. However, we do
expect significant changes in the locality properties of t
eigenstates. Let us impose the following additional restr
tions on the ensemble of random matricesG. First, let us
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make the approximation thatI is conserved, i.e., due to the
large energy differences between different polyads for int
mediateI , only states within the same polyad are mixed a
preciably by the weak perturbation. Therefore we may a
sumeG to be diagonal in blocksGI of sizeI . Second, let us
impose the condition that the statistical properties ofGI are
invariant under the similarity transformation that diagona
izesHDD

I . Since the blocksHDD
I are real symmetric matrices

the transformation in question must be orthogonal. Theref
the ensemble of random matricesG is given by the Gaussian
orthogonal ensemble~GOE! known from nuclear physics.15

Let us recapitulate the properties ofGPGOE so far. The
matrix representation consists of real symmetric blocks
sizeI with independent Gaussian distributed matrix eleme
normalized such that the largest entry is of magnitudeI21;
they are similar under orthogonal transformations.

Note that the symmetry properties of a particular m
lecular system or physical process may cause these res
tions to be modified and that neither the perturbationÎ z nor
any single other member of the GOE is necessarily invari
under the orthogonal transformation that diagonalizesĤDD .

Furthermore let us retain the definitions for the ord
parameter in Eq.~15! and for the susceptibility in Eq.~16!
for the GOE perturbations. We are interested in reasona
small e!z. For this region, only the eigenstatesuC I ,6,0&P
can be completely localized to giveuI z,I ,6,Lu5I21, and the
others only to a certain fraction ofI21.14 Therefore we de-
fine the relative degree of localityL I ,6,L of a state
uC I ,6,L&P by

L I ,6,L5
uI z,I ,6,Lu

I2~2L11!
, 1>L I ,6,L>0, ~18!

which takes the valueL I ,6,L51 for maximum possible lo-
calization andL I ,6,L50 for maximum possible delocaliza
tion.

Now we can define a statistical measure of the relat
degree of locality under an ensemble of random pertur
tions of given magnitude as follows:

Let Pe,I,6,L(Luu>L>l) be the probability that, given a
GOE perturbation of magnitudee, the eigenstateuCI ,6,L&P
to ĤDD,P has an relative degree of localityLI,6,L between the
lower limit LI,6,L5l and the upper limit LI,6,L5u,
1>u>l>0.

The density functionPe,I ,6,L(Luu>L> l ) is accessible
through a simple numerical scheme. In this way, we propo
a local stability criterion for the transition from states of
normal character to states of local character.

At given e, an ensemble of eigenstatesuCI ,6,L&P is
stable local if Pe,I,6,L(Lu1>L.0.5).0.5, stable normal if
Pe,I,6,L(Lu1>L.0.5),0.5, and neutrally stable if
Pe,I,6,L(L

relu1>L.0.5)50.5. A point of bifurcation for an
eigenstate is given by the value ofe for which a change in
stability occurs.

IV. DISCUSSION

The construction given above appears to be rather te
nical. In the following, we comment on it and explore it
physical content.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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342 Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
According to the Introductory section, the origin and a
tion of the random operatorĜ that perturbs the Hamiltonian
ĤDD can be justified and interpreted in many ways.

For small (I ,e), Ĝ may reflect scattering processes b
tween states mediated by weak coupling of the molecule
an inhomogeneous environment, i.e., the energy flow fr
one degree of freedom in the molecule to another does
take place within the molecule, but through a channel in
environment. If the environment is inhomogeneous, the
channels may appear at random and thus lead to the ran
matrix elements in the molecular Hamiltonian.

For large (I ,e), the interaction between states of the is
lated molecule may be so complex that the eigenvalues oĜ
describe the spectrum to good approximation. That region
commonly referred to as the chaotic region of the spectru
Note that the field that induces population of the highly e
cited states may cause inhomogeneities that deserve con
eration.

Similarly, Ĝ may also account in some way for the un
certainty in the Hamiltonian parameters that are obtain
from fits to experimental spectra owing to perturbations
coupling mechanisms not explicitly included. From th
point of view, it seems reasonable to check the stability
any eigenstate calculation based on approximate algeb
Hamiltonians and mandatory to check the stability of a wa
packet propagation for highly excited states.

The resulting ensemble of HamiltoniansĤDD,P generates
for each givene an ensemble of eigenstatesuC I ,6,L&P that
is invariant under GOE perturbations. Therefore it is possi
to assign to that ensemble of states properties that do
require further specification of the applied perturbation.
property of interest for the normal to local character tran
tion in AB2 molecules withC2v symmetry is the degree o
locality of a vibrational excitation defined by Eq.~18!. The
distribution of the degree of locality over the ensemble
perturbed states is obtained by equally weighting the
sponse to each singleĜ. If more than half of the ensemble o
perturbed eigenstates show localization of vibrational exc
tion to more than half of the possible degree, it is reasona
to call that ensemble stable local. Whereas for the class
correspondent we are certain that the local modes beco
stable when the normal modes become unstable, for the
derlying quantum system at that particular magnitude of p
turbation, we expect only that a particular state be more
calized than delocalized. Note that probabilistic conce
enter the picture in two ways. First, via the probabilist
interpretation of the quantum mechanical expectation val
and second, via the expectation value over the response t
ensemble of random perturbations under some probab
weight which we chose to be the same for all responses.

Let us establish by example the connection between
effects of the supposedly most effective perturbationÎ z and
the random perturbationsĜ on the eigenstates ofĤDD . The
calculation of the order parameter diagram for perturbat
by Î z is straightforward.

14 For GOE perturbations, we imple
mented the following numerical scheme for H2O: I510,
212<log~e!<4 to obtain the density functionPe,10,6,L. The
logarithmic scale ofe is divided in 49 equal parts and th
order parameter evaluated at each of the 50 points for4
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successively generated random perturbationsG10PGOE.
The range of the order parameteruI z,10,6,Lu<9 is divided
into 51 equal intervals and the number of calculated ord
parameters within each interval counted. The probabilit
are obtained by normalization of those counts by the to
number of counts for givene. Using counting statistics as a
rule of thumb, we estimate the accuracy of the probabilit
to be 1/A104 5 0.01. For thepurpose of compact represen
tation, the resultsPe,10,6,L were combined into the distribu-
tion Pe,10 for all eigenstatesI510 and further normalized to
one. The result is shown in Fig. 1.

Let us briefly summarize the main features. First of a
we notice for smalle the dominant peak inPe,10 around
I z,10,6,L50. This peak represents all counts of states
which I z,10,6,L<0.18. Its value decreases from 1 for the
unperturbed ensemble in discrete steps of approximately
This corresponds to successive pairs of eigensta
uC10,6,0&P , uC10,6,1&P , uC10,6,2&P ,... becoming lo-
calized to more than 2% of the absolute possible va
I z,10,6,L59. Second, we see that atL10,6,L'1, for each
state, maxima inPe,10 develop. After a cascade of four de
creases in the center peak, the dominant peak and the o
maxima disappear and a broad distribution with a sing
maximum atI z,10,6,L50 forms. For each state, the contou
line of maximal height has a sigmoid shape and indicates
single most probable response to a random perturbation. T
can be more clearly seen form the contour plot in Fig.
Over a certain region ofe the single most probable respons
changes from almost no locality to almost total locality, i.e

FIG. 1. Probability distributionPe,10 for H2O. The ^ Î z& axis indicates the
order parameter, i.e., the difference in the number of vibrational qua
localized in the bond oscillators. The log~e! axis indicates the decadic
logarithm of the strength of the random perturbation in units of wave nu
bers. ThePe,10 axis indicates the probability that for a given strength o
perturbatione, an eigenstateuC,6,L&P has an associated order parameter
the valuê Î z&. Large magnitudes of the order parameter indicate significa
localization of vibrational excitation. If significant localization occurs a
small strengths of perturbation, the associated eigenstate is not robust
further explanation, see Sec. IV.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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343Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
a qualitative change in the stability properties occurs. T
notion of a bifurcation point has been attached to the value
ebif , where the expectation of locality is larger than one-ha

Figure 2 shows the contour plot ofPe,10 on which is
superimposed the order parameter plot for theÎ z perturba-
tion. We see that the contours of maximal height almost
incide with the the order parameter for the systematic per
bation after the bifurcation. From the graph, we see that
bifurcation point coincides in good approximation with th
point of inflection of the sigmoid given by the top contou
Since the most probable single response lags behind the
sponse to that particular single systematic perturbation, i
reasonable to call this perturbation more effective than
average perturbation. Since it causes the maximum poss
localization at larger values ofe, we may call it the most
effective perturbation.

The surprising aspect is that the most probable respo
and the largest possible response are so close. The reaso
be outlined as follows: Consider the projection of any GO
perturbation onto theÎ z perturbation. Let us assume for th
sake of argument that the magnitudeu of the projection is
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, i.e
eĜ5eu Î z1e(12u)Ĝ8, 0<u<1. Thus for any random per-
turbation for whicheu.ebif , we expect the maximum pos
sible response. Under equidistribution of projections for v
ues of e@ebif , this will be most probable, i.e., almost an
perturbation will be most effective.

This connection between theÎ z perturbation and other
GOE perturbations is vital from a practical point of view. Fo
the Î z perturbation we can analytically predict for whic
range of Hamiltonian parameters and degree of excitation
molecular system will become unstable. In addition, as
have pointed out in a previous investigation,14 we can obtain
the bifurcation points for individual states in good approx
mation by evaluation of the order parameter associated w
Eq. ~14! and in reasonable approximation from the inverse

FIG. 2. A contour of probability distributionPe,10 for H2O ~indicated as thin
lines! under random perturbations, superimposed by the order parame
under the most effectiveÎ z perturbation~indicated as a thick line!. The most
probable response under randomly picked perturbations coincides with
response to the most effective perturbation. For further explanation, see
IV.
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the susceptibilities. This is the reason why we chose the s
bility criterion in its particular form.

Therefore we can analytically predict the onset of insta
bility of a vibrational excitation in the molecular system an
of each individual state under an ensemble of randomly o
curring perturbations.

The straightforward application of the normal to loca
character stability criterion to the water molecule shows th
at a GOE perturbatione'~1027 cm21!, the eigenstates
uC10,6,0& become unstable normal and the correspondi
perturbed eigenstatesuC10,6,0&P become stable local. This
coincides with the prediction from the analytical resultsk̃(I
510),1 andn2/g10,6,s'O~1027 cm21!.14

To finish the discussion, let us briefly return to the ex
ample of molecules in an inhomogeneous solid matrix a
show how to implement the outlined procedure. Consid
water molecules embedded in an inhomogeneous solid m
trix that are prepared in one of the vibrational statesI510.
The solid will be at room temperature and the couplinge of
solid matrix and molecules will be weak, say ofO~cm21!.
We are interested whether the dipole moment of the wa
molecules is very robust under these conditions, i.e., com
rable to the low density gas phase molecules at the samI ,
for which it is reasonable to assumee→0. Instead of consid-
ering each single molecule and the influence of its particu
environment, we may consider the effect of the single mo
symmetry breaking environment that perturbs the molecu
with comparable strength. That is, we calculate the mo
probable response of the dipole moment from the response
the most effective perturbation at givene. Furthermore, let us
assume that a local distortion with energyD increases the
strength of the coupling between molecule and environme
from e to approximatelyeT(D)'e1(]e/]D)TD, i.e., we
have to consider the various possible$eT(D)% at the tem-
peratureT. Thus we have to weigh each most probable r
sponse for giveneT(D) by the Boltzmann factor exp2(D/
kT) at room temperature. If we assume (]e/]D)T5O~1021

cm21! theneT(D).O~10 cm21! become rather unlikely.
From Fig. 2, we see that at perturbationse>O~cm21!,

the four lowest lying states are stable local, i.e., we may u
the localized eigenstates to compute the dipole moment. T
dipole moment for those molecular states in the solid mat
is certainly increased compared to the equivalent molecu
states in the gas phase. We conclude that under this cha
of external conditions, the dipole moment of the four lowe
lying states is not robust. For the following four states, th
Boltzmann weighting at room temperature becomes impo
tant, since it spreadse over the bifurcation points. Thus it is
necessary to choose an ensemble of eigenstates to calcu
the dipole moment and to decide over its robustness. Fina
since eT(D).O~10 cm21! is rather unlikely at room tem-
perature, we expect the dipole moment of the two highe
lying states to be fairly robust, i.e., the same for the molec
lar states of the low density gas phase and the molecu
states of the inhomogeneous solid matrix atI510.

V. CONCLUSION

The question of robustness of physical properties of mo
ecules leads directly to the issue of the stability of eige

ters

the
ec.
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344 Schmid et al.: How robust are molecular properties?
states under perturbations. Instability can occur for vario
degrees of freedom, e.g., rotational, vibrational, and el
tronic degrees of freedom. To be explicit, we developed
theory for vibrational eigenstates, i.e., in the framework
the normal to local mode transition in polyatomic molecul
where from earlier treatments some open question remain
In conclusion, let us summarize the answers to the quest
posed initially and generalize the results.

First, the choice of a specific symmetry breaking pertu
bation to probe the instability against any symmetry break
perturbation can be justified from the observation that t
response to themost effectivesymmetry breaking perturba
tion almost coincides with themost probableresponse under
an ensemble of random perturbations. Thus this response
der the most effective perturbation is representative for
behavior under any perturbation.

Conversely, for complex symmetric molecules, the ins
bility against symmetry breaking perturbations can be inv
tigated taking almost any random perturbation. Such a p
turbation is easily found since the most probable respo
appears to be close to the maximum possible response.

Third, the statistics of the response of an ensemble
eigenstates to an ensemble of random perturbations of g
magnitude defines their stability. The entire ensemble o
fraction of it is considered stable if in response to the pert
bation at most half of the ensemble within previously spe
fied limits is shifted outside those limits. The response can
described most simply by the overlap of the unperturbed a
perturbed eigenstates or more sensible measures like o
parameters that indicate reduction in symmetry. The
semble of random perturbations can be chosen in a variet
ways. In the simplest case, the proper random ensembl
chosen according to the transformation that diagonalizes
Hamiltonian and applied without further restrictions. By im
posing restrictions such as conservation laws or symme
requirements, the perturbation can become of increasing
lectivity in the sense that only a certain fraction of states w
respond.

For the class ofAB2 molecules withC2v symmetry,
these conclusions are based on analytical arguments tha
low us to predict the onset of instability of vibrational exc
tations and the extent of instability for each individual sta
in terms of the Hamiltonian parameters and the degree
excitation.

We emphasize that the magnitudes of perturbation n
essary to cause localization are extremely small compare
typical magnitudes of couplings between local oscillato
Therefore almost any small inhomogeneity in the surroun
ings of a molecule that contains an unstable normal exc
tion will cause localization of that excitation under reductio
of the molecular symmetry.

It is straightforward to apply this procedure to poly
atomic molecules of higher symmetry thanC2v or even to
molecules without symmetry, where it may reveal a tenden
towards localization beyond what must be expected from
mere absence of symmetry. The local to normal charac
stability criterion is then easily generalized.

At givene, an ensemble of eigenstates is stable loca
Pe,C(Lu1>L.0.5).0.5, stable normal if
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Pe,C(Lu1>L.0.5),0.5 and neutrally stable if
Pe,C(Lu1>L.0.5)50.5. A point of bifurcation for an eigen-
state is given by the value ofe for which a change in stability
occurs.

Pe,C contains the statistics of the response of the e
semble of eigenstatesuC& in terms of the random variableL
that indicates the relative degree of locality of the perturb
eigenstatesuC&P under the ensemble of random perturba
tions.Pe,C andL can be defined for each particular case
analogy to the proposals made above. We have thus dem
strated that the notion of robustness can be quantitativ
addressed on the basis of the introduced susceptibilities.

Before we draw conclusions for the applicability of th
stability criterion in experiments, some final remarks on r
lated theoretical issues are in order. There have been la
efforts to illuminate the relevance of instability in classica
systems that are correspondents to quantum systems.16 In the
regime of classical chaos, the quantum mechanical Gree
function can be approximated by a classical counterpa
sometimes called Gutzwiller’s trace,17 that only includes
contributions from classical periodic orbits. There is no a
parent connection of the stability of those classical orbits a
the stability of the eigenstates as discussed in this pap
However, as discussed in an earlier paper,14 there is a con-
nection between a classical bifurcation and the appearanc
eigenstates of high susceptibility. The topic is still under in
vestigation.

The stability criterion is relevant for the following ex-
periments:

First, we want to point out the connection of this work t
the problem of optimum control of intramolecular dynamic
by laser fields.18 The inherent uncertainty about the exac
form of the Hamiltonian and experimental errors are bo
modeled by the GOE. Therefore the language of susceptib
ties may be very useful in the context of the stability issue
optimum control schemes.

Collision induced energy transfer is another area
which we expect the differing susceptibilities of vibrationa
eigenstates to be important. In Oka’s definitive treatment
propensity rules,19 the preferred collision induced transitions
are derived from the symmetry properties of the permane
multipole moments of the molecule in its equilibrium con
figuration. These propensity rules work quite well, especia
in systems where at least one of the collision partners ha
permanent low-order multipole. In some other system
dominated by short range collisions, these propensity ru
do not correctly predict the most rapid rates. Recent expe
mental results on rotational energy transfer in methane20

have found a propensity to conserve parity in spite of the fa
that parity change is expected because the octopole mom
is the lowest order permanent moment in methane. Loweri
of the molecular symmetry during hard collisions, resultin
in a quadrupole moment, is one possible explanation. O
results suggest that the breakdown of propensity rules ba
on the lowest order permanent moment would be most e
dent for vibrational states in a polyad that have the large
susceptibilities. This prediction is now open to experiment
test with techniques like those of Ref. 20.

In still another area, collision-induced spectra are spec
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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which occur at high pressure because of absorption dur
the symmetry breaking collision process. These intensiti
are quadratic in the number density. Our results lead us
suggest that collision-induced spectra would appear first
vibrational states with high susceptibilities, for instance, pa
ity forbiddeng–g transitions in acetylene.
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